Amino acid substitutions in the human genome: evolutionary implications of single nucleotide polymorphisms.
Functional differences between amino acids have long been of interest in understanding protein evolution. Several indices exist for comparing residues on the basis of their physicochemical properties and frequencies of occurrence in conserved protein alignments. Here we present a residue dissimilarity index based on coding single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the human genome. The index represents an average, organism-wide set of differences between residues and provides important insight into evolutionary restraints on residue substitutions in the human genome. Unlike previous models, it is not restricted to highly conserved protein structures, nor confounded by evolutionary differences between species. Our results confirm earlier observations regarding residue mutabilities but also suggest that in addition to the established key properties, such as size and polarity, charge conservation may be an important and currently underestimated factor in protein evolution. We also estimate that less than 51% of amino acid substitutions occurring in the human genome are evolutionarily neutral.